Wavelength Lighting - Sales and Business Development Internship

About us:
Wavelength is NYC's most exciting LED lighting company! When New York fully converts to LED lighting it will be the equivalent of turning off two coal power plants – 800 MW. Wavelength is an innovative clean tech start up that focusses on large LED retrofit projects with clients like Barclays Center, Horizon Media, Oscar Health. If you're looking for an interesting, dynamic environment where you'll get a crash course in a new industry and make an impact, Wavelength is for you. In your 3-month internship, you'll gain exposure to the new lighting industry on multiple levels: manufacturing, supply chain, project design, sales, and implementation. You will learn the complex workings of the incentive programs that are moving markets, gain technical lighting knowledge, and accumulate sales and business skills that you will build on throughout your life. We have created a well-rounded and action-packed experience.

About you:
Are you a clean energy entrepreneur looking for an internship opportunity this year? Come work with us. We are looking for an individual with a great attitude who values hustle, creativity and teamwork. Written and verbal communication is key. Ability to see the forest through the trees, experience in Excel and confidence on the phone are all very important to your role here.

If you are interested in becoming part of the Wavelength team, drop us a line with your resume and a short note telling us what excites you about our work. Applications are rolling. Get in touch!

Matt Ball
Project Lead
973.975.5941 (m)
matt@wavelengthlighting.com

Wavelength Lighting
Making LEDs Beautiful.
wavelengthlighting.com